The objective of this study was to assess the accuracy of using speed and grade data obtained 48 from a low-cost global positioning system (GPS) receiver to estimate metabolic rate (MR) 49 during level and uphill outdoor walking. Thirty young, healthy adults performed randomized 50 outdoor walking for 6-min periods at 2.0, 3.5 and 5.0 km⋅h -1 and on three different grades: i) 51 level walking; ii) uphill walking on a 3.7% mean grade; and iii) uphill walking on a 10.8% 52 mean grade. The reference MR (METs and V O 2 ) values were obtained using a portable 53 metabolic system. The speed and grade were obtained using a low-cost GPS receiver (1-Hz 54 recording). The GPS grade (Δ altitude/distance walked) was calculated using both 55 uncorrected GPS altitude data and GPS altitude data corrected with map projection software. 56
INTRODUCTION 79
Walking is a popular and accessible physical activity (15) that provides health benefits in the 80 form of a reduced risk of mortality (19, (50) (51) (52) . It has been recommended by scientific 81 authorities for maintaining health (21) and for preventing and managing chronic diseases (16) . 82
Accurately predicting the walking metabolic rate (i.e., the physiological intensity of walking) 83 is of importance in both health and disease. Indeed, because the walking metabolic rate is 84 directly related to a given rate of energy expenditure (EE), it is an important determinant of 85 the magnitude of the health benefits that walking provides (21) and is a triggering factor of 86 most of the pathophysiological responses and adaptations to walking (e.g., during 87 rehabilitation) in chronic disease patients (16) . 88
The ability to predicting the walking metabolic rate is particularly important in free-living 89 conditions, in which the direct measurement of metabolic rate is often impractical. 90
Commercially available wearable sensors can measure signals related to movement in free-91 living conditions (11). Such sensors can use existing equations to predict the metabolic rate 92 based on the signals they measure. In the long tradition of studies that aim to develop 93 prediction equations for the walking metabolic rate, the walking speed and grade have 94 emerged as two powerful predictors (e.g., (8, 18, 28, 30, 35, 49) ). Thus, wearable sensors that 95 are capable of measuring speed and grade are potentially of great interest for predicting the 96 6 receivers also allow the altitude to be measured over time; thus, the grade of the terrain can be 104 calculated by dividing the altitude variation by the distance travelled. Consequently, it can be 105 assumed that GPS units are good candidates for estimating the metabolic rate during level and 106 graded outdoor walking. 107
To the best of our knowledge, no study has systematically examined low-cost GPS receivers' 108 accuracy for such estimations. Although a few studies have used GPS receivers to estimate 109 EE during outdoor walking, none of these studies have included all the required 110 methodological conditions (13, 14, 22, 33) . Importantly, the experimental constraint of 111 finding outdoor pathways that include both different grades and sufficient distance to achieve 112 a steady state at different walking speeds can be highly challenging. This may explain why: i) 113 no equation for predicting the metabolic rate during level and graded outdoor walking has 114 been developed using data obtained exclusively in outdoor settings and ii) the literature does 115 not report how the accuracy of the GPS technique for measuring speed and grade translates 116 into a sufficiently accurate prediction of the metabolic rate. 117
118
The purpose of the present study was to assess the accuracy of using a low-cost GPS receiver 119 to estimate the metabolic rate during level and uphill outdoor walking. To achieve this 120 objective, we first developed and compared initial equations for predicting metabolic rate that 121 were obtained using actual and GPS speed and grade parameters. Second, we cross-validated 122 published predictive equations for the walking metabolic rate using speed or both speed and 123 grade parameters. In this way, we aimed to investigate whether the precision of metabolic rate 124 estimation was affected by the use of GPS speed and grade values. 125 8 according to the manufacturer's guidelines. Suitable equations for young men and women 151 were used to determine the body fat percentage (2). 152
Peak oxygen uptake measurement. The V O 2peak value was determined during an outdoor 153 maximal incremental field running test. The subjects were equipped with a K4b 2 portable 154 metabolic system (Cosmed, Rome, Italy) for gas exchange measurement. Thereafter, the 155 subjects performed a modified version of the University of Montreal Track Test (27) on the 156 first lane of a 400-m athletic track. The running speed started at 8.5 km⋅h -1 and increased by 157 0.5 km⋅h -1 every minute until exhaustion (10). The test ended when either the subject could no 158 longer maintain the speed imposed by the beep, or he/she voluntarily stopped. 159
Outdoor walking sessions. The subjects completed three outdoor walking sessions under three 160 different conditions corresponding to three different grades, including i) a level walking 161 session (0.0%), ii) an uphill walking session on a 3.7% grade, and iii) an uphill walking 162 session on a 10.8% grade. The level walking session took place on a 400-m athletic track. The 163 uphill outdoor walking sessions on 3.7% and 10.8% grades were performed on two different 164 hiking trails. At each location, the actual (reference) grade of the walking courses was 165 measured every 25 m along the courses by a certified surveyor using a Trimble® S6 Total 166 Station (Trimble, Sunnyvale, CA) and a Trimble® R8 Global Navigation Satellite System. 167
Because of experimental constraints, nine subjects used a second athletic track that was 168 located in another area but had topographic features identical to those of the first track (actual 169 grade of 0.0%). The actual grade of each hiking trail differed slightly according to the 170 walking speed tested. For the sake of readability, values of 3.7% and 10.8% for the two uphill 171 walking sessions (hiking trails) are used throughout the text and correspond to the mean grade 172 of each uphill walking session. 173
For each walking session, the subjects walked for three periods of six minutes each at 2.0, 3.5 174 and 5.0 km⋅h -1 . we used the time stamp that the investigator provided during the walking sessions along with 259 a previously validated methodology for the detection of walking bouts using the GPS speed 260 (26). For each walking period, the GPS speed data were averaged over the last three minutes 261 to match the average V O 2 data. Furthermore, for each walking period, the corresponding 262 mean GPS grade was obtained by averaging the GPS grade values calculated over time 263 intervals of 18 s. In this manner, regardless of the walking speed, the mean GPS grade was 264 always computed using 10 values (10 × 18 s = 180 s = 3 min). The GPS grade over each 18-s 265 time interval was calculated as follows: [altitude variation (m) / travelled distance (m)] × 100. 266
This approach was used in two ways to compute the uncorrected and corrected GPS grades. 267
First, raw altitude GPS data were used to obtain uncorrected GPS grade values. Second, to 268 obtain corrected GPS grade values, we uploaded the GPS files to map projection software 269 (CartoExploreur, version 3.11.0, build 2.6.6.22, Bayo, Ltd., Appoigny, France). Using the 270
French National Institute of Geography map projections that the software provided, each GPS 271 altitude value could be corrected for each corresponding GPS position value for latitude and 272 longitude (a more detailed description of this procedure is available on simple request to the 273 authors). 274
Statistical analysis 276
Descriptive statistics and assessment of the accuracy of GPS for estimating speed/grade. 277
The data are reported as means ± standard deviation (SD) Linear mixed models and leave-one-out validation for predicting the metabolic rate. To 285 assess the accuracy obtained using actual and GPS speed and grade parameters for predicting 286 the metabolic rate (METs and V O 2 ), we developed prediction equations using i) both the 287 actual speed and grade, ii) both the GPS speed and the uncorrected grade, and iii) both the 288 GPS speed and the corrected grade. These equations were developed for i) the combined level 289 and uphill outdoor walking conditions and ii) the level outdoor walking condition only. The 290 latter models were also developed because most of the published prediction equations for the 291 walking metabolic rate were developed during level walking. Consistent with conventional 292 equations for predicting the metabolic rate during level and graded walking (2), we used a 293 three-component model that included the following: 294 i) the O 2 requirement related to resting metabolism, described by the value of the intercept 295
given by the statistical model, which was not required to be the standard value of resting 296 metabolic cost as in the American College of Sports Medicine's equation (2) 
where α, β, and γ are fixed effects that denote the population's average intercept, the average 308 speed for the parameter V, and the average grade for the parameter G, respectively. The terms 309 a i , b i , and c i represent each subject's random intercept and slope deviations around the 310 corresponding population parameters, and e ij represents the random error. Prediction 311 equations were developed using linear mixed models for the metabolic rate (V O 2 and MET) 312 and for i) both the actual speed and grade and ii) both the GPS speed and grade, using the 313 GPS grade computed with either uncorrected or iii) corrected altitude data. The mass, gender, 314 and body fat percentage were added as covariates via a forward stepwise selection procedure. 315
Each model was fitted using the restricted maximum likelihood, the standard method used to 316 estimate variance components in linear mixed models (37). The parameter estimates (fixed-317 effects coefficients and variance components) were obtained using a covariance structure 318 chosen to optimize goodness of fit: diagonal for random subject effects and compound-319 symmetrical for random errors. The R 2 m (the term "m" indicates a marginal R 2 , i.e., the 320 variance is explained by fixed factors) was computed according to the method proposed by 321 Nakagawa and Schielzeth (32). The standard error of the estimate (SEE) and Akaike 322 information criteria (46) were reported for each model. The smaller the value of the Akaike 323 information criteria (AIC), the better the predictive model was.
The accuracy of the linear mixed models developed in the present study was then tested using 325 the leave-one-out method, as previously proposed (43). The leave-one-out cross-validation 326 approach is a preferred alternative to the traditional "split sample" method (43). were also cross-validated using data from the level walking condition only. In this case, only 339 speed was used. The predicted V O 2 values obtained for the uphill outdoor walking periods 340 using the ACSM equation were adjusted for the energy cost of the terrain using the 341 corresponding terrain coefficients previously described (refer to the "Data analysis" sub-342 section Thirty-one subjects were included in the present study. One subject was excluded because she 359 began taking medication during the study. Thus, a total of 30 healthy subjects were analyzed 360 in the present study (F/M=15/15). The mean ± SD values for age, height, body mass, body fat, 361 and V O 2peak were 22.0 ± 1.4 y, 172 ± 6 cm, 67.1 ± 9.3 kg, 14.0 ± 5.4%, and 52.1 ± 7.6 362 mLO 2 .min -1 .kg -1 , respectively. One subject could not perform the maximal incremental 363 running field test because of a schedule constraint. All of the GPS data were correctly 364 recorded except for one subject's data for the uphill outdoor walking session on a 3.7% grade. 365
The GPS data for the corresponding three walking periods were not recorded by the GPS 366 receiver, likely because of a loss of the GPS satellite signals. Thus, a total of 267 walking 367 periods were available for the statistical modeling. walking speed, and this increase was larger when the grade was steeper. Table 2 displays the  385 results of the different statistical models that were computed using either the actual values or 386 the GPS parameters for speed and grade (when appropriate). Regarding the models obtained 387 for the combined level and uphill outdoor walking conditions, the actual speed and grade 388 accounted for more than 80% of the metabolic rate variance. The average RMSEs for these 389 models were below 0.70 METs and 2.50 mLO 2 ⋅min -1 ⋅kg -1 . When using GPS speed and GPS 390 uncorrected grade parameters, the variance that the statistical models explained decreased to 391 below 70%, and the average RMSEs increased to 1.00 MET and 3.49 mLO 2 ⋅min -1 ⋅kg -1 . 392
However, compared with the GPS speed and GPS uncorrected grade, the combination of GPS 393 speed and corrected GPS grade values increased the variance explained by the statistical 394 models (to over 80%), with average RMSEs below 0.80 METs and 2.80 mLO 2 ⋅min -1 ⋅kg -1 . 395
Based on the obtained AIC and SEE values, the models obtained similar rankings (Table 2) . 396
Adding mass, gender, and body fat percentage to the models did not improve the goodness of 397 fit (greater AIC values; p > 0.05). As shown in Table 2 , the models computed for the level 398 walking condition presented a similar accuracy regardless of whether the actual or GPS 399 parameters were used (R 2 = ~65%, RMSE = ~0.45 METs / ~1.50 mLO 2 ⋅min -1 ⋅kg -1 ). 400
401
Cross-validation of the published equations for predicting metabolic rate 402 Table 3 and Table 4 present the cross-validation results for the published prediction equations 403 for our measured V O 2 values. Regarding the metabolic rate predictions for the combined level 404 and uphill outdoor walking conditions (Table 3) , the RMSE was between 3.3 and 4.0 405 mLO 2 ⋅min -1 ⋅kg -1 for both equations tested when using the actual speed and grade. The RMSE 406 increased (> 4.5 mLO 2 ⋅min -1 ⋅kg -1 ) when the GPS speed and uncorrected grade were used, but 407 decreased (≤ 4.1 mLO 2 ⋅min -1 ⋅kg -1 ) when using the GPS speed and corrected grade. Bias, SD, 408 and 95% LoA tended to follow the same trends as the RMSE. Importantly, the accuracy of the 409 prediction obtained using the actual speed and grade and using the GPS speed and corrected 410 grade was very similar. Although the ACSM and Pandolf et al. equations allowed similar 411
RMSEs to be obtained when using GPS speed and corrected grade, the bias obtained using 412 accurate results in our population (Table 4) . Of interest, the RMSEs obtained using either the 429 actual speed or the GPS speed was nearly the same for all of the equations. Moreover, for all 430 but one equation, there was no significant difference when comparing the metabolic rates 431 estimated using the actual speed to those estimated using the GPS speed (Table 5) . 432 20 Additionally, for some of the equations used, the metabolic rates estimated using the GPS 433 speed were not significantly different from the measured metabolic rate (Table 5) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to determine the accuracy of using a low-441 cost GPS receiver to estimate the metabolic rate during level and uphill outdoor walking; 442 specifically, this study characterized the direct relationship between the speed and grade 443 measured with a GPS receiver and the actual metabolic demand while walking under different 444 controlled speed and grade conditions. As a complementary result, we provide first speed-445 and grade-based equations for estimating metabolic rate during level and uphill walking from 446 metabolic data that were exclusively acquired in outdoor setting. 447
448
The accuracy of GPS for estimating outdoor walking metabolic rate 449
Considering the methodological conditions implemented in the present study, the results 450 reported here are unique. In the study by Demczuk (13) , which aimed to assess the EE of 451 soldiers during outdoor patrols, the GPS receiver and the indirect calorimeter were not worn 452 at the same time by the same subjects. This could explain the wide ranges in the correlation 453 coefficients (0.34 to 0.93) and related errors (-273 to 49 J•s -1 ; i.e. -784 to 141 mLO 2 .min -1 ), 454 between the predicted and actual EE values that the authors reported (13). Hongu et al. (22) 455 studied the accuracy of GPS watches for predicting the EE at different walking speeds, but 456 only during level walking; furthermore, a hip-worn accelerometer was used as the reference 457 method for predicting the actual EE. The studies by Duncan et al. (14) and Nguyen et al. (33) 458 provide interesting data on the use of a GPS receiver to estimate the EE during level and 459 graded outdoor walking. Duncan et al. (14) showed that during a 4-km (2.5-mile) walk, the 460 EE estimation improved by 11% when the grade computed using the GPS data was used 461 compared with the speed results provided by accelerometry alone (14). In the study by 462 Nguyen et al. (33) , which used a GPS receiver and two accelerometers (worn at the hip and 463 prediction equation (3). However, no conclusion regarding the accuracy of using a GPS 465 receiver to estimate the EE during level and graded walking outdoors could be drawn from 466 the Duncan et al. and Nguyen et al. studies . This is because the direct relationship between the 467 GPS parameters (speed and grade) and the actual metabolic demand while walking under 468 different controlled conditions of speed and grade were not studied. 469
470
Our study is the first to characterize this direct relationship during level and graded outdoor 471 walking and using a GPS receiver despite highly challenging experimental constraints. 472
Interestingly, the range of walking speeds and positive grades tested in the present study 473 encompassed most of those that are encountered in real-life outdoor settings. Because finding 474 outdoor pathways that include both different grades and sufficient distances to achieve a 475 steady state at the different walking speeds tested in the present study was highly challenging, 476
we could not test walking speeds higher than 5 km⋅h -1 . Such faster speeds can be often chosen 477 by people when walking briskly on the level (31). However, because of the high metabolic 478 rate that could be achieved, it is expected that walking at a pace higher than 5 km⋅h -1 , when 479 the grade is 3% and most of all 10%, may occur less frequently. Our primary finding is that 480 the use of GPS speed and grade parameters allowed the accurate prediction of metabolic rate 481 during level and uphill outdoor walking, particularly when the GPS grade was corrected. 482
Accurate prediction was also obtained with the computed models that used the GPS speed for 483 the level walking condition only (Table 2) . Interestingly, including the GPS grade in the 484 model for the level walking condition only did not decrease the accuracy, regardless of 485 whether the uncorrected or corrected GPS grade was used (Table 2) . 486 487 Since the middle of the 20 th century, a number of studies have focused on predicting EE 488 during human walking using speed and grade (Table 1) , leading to very popular equations that 489 are widely used in the field of exercise physiology (2, 35). The accuracy we obtained in the 490 present work seems to be within the ranges of these previous studies. However, the direct 491 comparison of our results with these studies remains somewhat difficult because i) despite the 492 series of important works provided by Givoni, Goldman, Soule and Pandolf for the estimation 493 of energy expenditure during level and graded walking (18, 35, 42) , to our knowledge no 494 study proposed equations for both level and uphill walking from data acquired during outdoor 495 experiments only; ii) most of the time equations obtained were not cross-validated as required 496 (43). 497 Interestingly, our results compared well with previous studies, which used other sensors and 498 other parameters to predict EE but also used mixed modeling and/or leave-one-out approaches 499 (7, 20) . Brage et al. (7) , in a population with physical characteristics that were relatively 500 similar to those of our sample (in terms of height, weight, and body mass index; however, our 501 population was younger and fitter), studied the accuracy of combining accelerometry and 502 heart rate monitoring to estimate the metabolic rate during treadmill walking. The cross-validation of published speed-and speed/grade-based equations showed that the 512 metabolic rate estimated with GPS speed and grade parameters was very close to the value 513 reached using the actual speed and grade (Table 3, Table 4 , Table, Figure 4 , Figure 5 ). This 514 finding indicates that GPS speed and grade parameters can be implemented with confidence 515 when using the available equations to predict metabolic rate during outdoor walking. 516 Interestingly, our cross-validation results indicate the accuracy of the different equations used 517 (Table 3, Table 4 , and Table 5 ). For the level outdoor walking condition only (Table 4 and  518   Table 5 ), the use of the generalized equation recently developed by Ludlow et al. (28) for 519 adults yielded a very accurate prediction of the metabolic rate. This underlines the interest in 520 developing the most general and accurate equations possible for predicting metabolic rate, 521 specifically ones that could be used with GPS receivers in free-living conditions. Because the 522 equations of Ludlow et al. (28) were developed for level walking only, general (if possible) 523 and accurate predictive equations for both level and graded walking are required. For the 524 combined level and uphill outdoor walking conditions, the results obtained using the ACSM 525 equation seemed more accurate than those obtained using the Pandolf et al. equation (Table  526 3). Importantly, this last result may have been influenced by the range of walking speeds we 527 used. In fact, some studies showed that at faster walking speeds (in particular, beyond 528 5.5⋅km.h Our results showed that the accuracy obtained for the models we computed using both the 534 GPS speed and corrected grade was very close to the accuracy obtained for the models 535 computed using both the actual speed and grade. However, although it remained satisfactory, 536 the accuracy of the prediction model obtained using GPS parameters of speed and uncorrected 537 grade was decreased (Table 2) . 538 
25
The decrease in accuracy that we observed for predicting the metabolic rate when using the 539 GPS speed and uncorrected grade was mainly explained by the error caused by the GPS 540 receiver's measurements of altitude changes, which led to imprecise grade calculation. 541
Indeed, as shown in Figure 1 , the error in speed estimation was quite low, resulting in a small 542 impact, if any, on metabolic rate estimation. Our results emphasize the value of using map 543 projection software when available to correct the altitude data changes obtained with low-cost 544 GPS receivers. The method we used to correct altitude data is low-cost, rapid and simple; it 545 only requires the use of an automatic function available on low-cost cartography software. It 546 is likely that the results obtained from the corrected GPS grade could differ according to the 547 map projection software used. Indeed, the methods for computing actual altitude can differ 548 among the different map projection software used, leading to different levels of accuracy. 549
Our results also show that the GPS grade estimation errors decreased with increases in 550 walking speed (Figure 2 ). This result is explained primarily by the methodology used to 551 calculate the grade [(altitude variation / travelled distance) x 100] and because the distance 552 walked increased with increased walking speed over a given walking duration. Because the 553 error in altitude variation estimation seemed nearly constant across walking speeds (data not 554 shown, available on simple request), it is logical to determine that greater travel distances 555 over a fixed recording epoch would decrease the error of grade estimation. Finally, as Figure  556 2 shows, the GPS receiver's absolute error for grade estimations obtained with corrected 557 altitude data tended to be quite constant across the different grade levels. Consequently, the 558 GPS receiver's relative error for the estimation of metabolic rate while walking increased as 559 the grade approached a value of 0% (data not shown). 560 
26
The accuracy of using GPS receiver measurements to estimate the speed of displacement and 563 position is affected by a number of well-known factors that have been previously addressed 564 (39), including the number and geometrical arrangement of available satellites, atmosphere 565 effects, and the level of environmental obstruction created by buildings, dense vegetation or 566 topographical features. Except for environmental obstructions, these factors were not and 567
could not be controlled in the present study; the same is true for other studies that use GPS 568 data to track physical activity and behavior in free-living conditions. This limit may preclude 569 the generalization of our results to environments other than those used in the present study. 570
Available studies show that dynamic accuracy in latitude/longitude determination was 571 decreased with increase in the level of environmental obstruction (5, 39, 40) . The same is 572 probably true for altitude estimation. Thus, it could be worthwhile to determine the impact of 573 the obstruction level on the accuracy of EE estimations based on speed and grade data 574 provided by a GPS receiver. However, on a day-to-day basis, we believe that environmental 575 obstruction should have only a moderate impact on the estimation of the metabolic rate during 576 outdoor walking if the GPS's altitude is corrected via map projection software, as proposed 577
here. Furthermore, some GPS devices allow the dilution of precision to be calculated (39, 40) 578 and this could provide confidence ratings for the results obtained during free-living 579 monitoring. 580
We used only one brand of low-cost GPS receiver in the present study. Although a few 581 studies have compared the accuracy of different GPS receivers for estimating walking speed 582 (26, 34), inter-GPS receiver model variations appear to be low (1) and likely have a small or 583 undetectable effect on the estimation of the metabolic rate during walking. No published data 584 are available regarding altitude estimation using available low-cost GPS receivers. Finally, 585 rather than using both a low-cost GPS receiver and map projection software to correct altitude 586 data, the use of a GPS in Real-Time Kinematic mode (45) could have improved grade 587 27 estimation and thus EE estimation while walking. While such approaches offer very 588 interesting possibilities, such highly accurate GPS devices remain unsuitable for large 589 samples and free-living applications because of their high cost, the cumbersome nature of the 590 equipment, and the complexity of the post-treatment data (45). 591
Because the present study focused only on outdoor walking, our results cannot be extended to 592 the measurement of other physical activities that can be performed under real-life conditions. 593
However, we decided to focus on walking only because it is a physical activity that is 594 commonly reported in the general population (15, 41) and is recommended by scientific 595 authorities for both health (21) and rehabilitation (16) purposes. Furthermore, our study 596 assessed walking outdoors only and not indoors because the GPS method can only be 597 accurately used when there is a clear line of sight to the satellites. While this could be a 598 limitation for assessing physical activity patterns continuously in free-living conditions, this 599 limitation may not be significant for assessing walking behavior from epidemiological and 600 interventional standpoints. In fact, while physical activity guidelines recommend achieving 601 the minimum amount of moderate physical activity via accumulated bouts of 10 minutes or 602 more (21), it may be that such walking durations are more easily achieved outdoors (as during 603 active transport) than indoors, except when walking exercise is performed on a treadmill. 604
Another potential limitation of the present study is that it was difficult to determine the exact 605 effect of the terrain surface on the V O 2 value during the graded outdoor walking sessions. We 606 estimated coefficients based on previously published data (42) and used them to adjust the 607 V O 2 data according to the effect of the surface on the energy cost of walking. Interestingly, 608 when we developed linear mixed models using unadjusted metabolic data, although the V O 2 609 values and the equations were modified, this had no effect on the comparison of the statistical 610 models computed using either actual or GPS speed and grade parameters (data not shown). 611
Further, we found that the RMSE reached for the models developed using adjusted metabolic28 data were lower (i.e., a lower error, so a better estimation), as compared to the models 613 developed using unadjusted metabolic data (data not shown). 614
615

CONCLUSION 616
Using a linear mixed modeling approach, we show that a low-cost GPS receiver provides an 617 accurate estimation of the metabolic rate during level and graded outdoor walking. This 618 estimation is improved when the GPS receiver is used with map projection software to correct 619 the altitude data and thus the grade. Importantly, we also show that the accuracy obtained 620 using previously published predictive equations for the walking metabolic rate is not affected 621 by the use of GPS parameters (in particular, the use of GPS speed and corrected grade) 622 compared with the use of the actual speed and grade. These findings provide new perspectives 623 for the study of human EE while walking in free-living conditions and offer promising health 624 and disease applications. 
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